Abstract. The unification problem for terms in a disjoint combination E 1 +... +E n of arbitrary theories is reduced to a combination of pure unification problems in Ej, where free constants may occur in terms, and to constant elimination problems like: find all substitutions c such that (the free constant) c i no longer occurs in the term ct (modulo Ej), where t is a term in the theory Ej,
unification procedure is known, for example commutativity (C), associtivity and commutativity or Abelian semigroups (AC), Boolean rings (BR) and free Abelian groups (AG). There are also unification procedures applicable to classes of equational theories, for example narrowing is a method which is applicable to equational theories that admit a canonical term rewriting system (TRS). For a survey on unification see [Si86, Si87] .
In general the terms that are allowed as input for a unification algorittun tbr some theory E are restricted to consist of variables and function symbols that belong to % for example a BR-unification algorithm allows only terms built with +,*,0,1 and free constants. All useful unification algorithms known so far accept terms built with a fixed set of theory function symbols and arbitrary free constants. However, it is an open problem how to construct from an E-unification algorithm for E-pure terms (i.e. without free constants) a unification algorithm that also accepts terms including free constants [Bii86, Bii87] . H.-J. Biirckert and the author have given an example where unification becomes undecidable after the addition of free constants [Bii86, Sch87a, Ti86a].
We exclude this problem by assuming that free constants are permitted in terms. We loosen these restrictions to allow arbitrary theories in a disjoint combination. The presented algorithm can be seen as an extension of C. Kirchner's method to transform systems of multi-equations. The idea of constant-abstraction [LS78, He86] is indispensible and used heavily in our algorithm. We show that in order to solve unification problems in a combination, it is sufficient to have a unification algorithm for terms with free constants for all theories and a solution method for constant elimination problems in every theory. Alternatively we can also use a unification procedure for a combination of every theory with free function symbols. A complete solution is presented for a combination of theories, where every theory Ein the combination satisfies one of the following cases: i) Eis regular ii) E is a free Abelian group iii) E is a free Boolean ring iv) E is a BNT-theory (i.e. admits a canonical TRS and basic narrowing terminates).
Note that in this paper we will always assume that an E-unification algorithm also accepts free constants and that all notions and definitions refer to a signature that includes infinitely many free constants.
The aim of this paper is to present the general combination algorithm and some constant elimination algorithms for special theories. We omit the completeness proofs of the algorithms as well as most of the necessary formal apparatus, since this is beyond the scope of this paper. The material can be found in [Sch87b] .
In this paper we solve unification problems by transforming systems of equations rather than by giving a recursive algorithm in the Robinson-style.
Equational Theories.
With ff(X,V) we denote the free term algebra over a signature E consisting of fixed-arity function symbols and a countably infinite set of variables V. We shall use hd(t) to denote the toplevel function symbol and V(t) to
